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ECO-SOL Max Inks 
ESL3-CY  ESL3-LC 
ESL3-MG  ESL3-LM 
ESL3-YE  ESL3-MT, ESL4-MT 
ESL3-BK  ESL3-WH, ESL4-WH 
ESL3-4CY, ESL4-4CY  ESL3-4YE, ESL4-4YE 
ESL3-4MG, ESL4-4MG  ESL3-4BK, ESL4-4BK 
ESL3-4LC, ESL4-4LC  ESL3-4LM, ESL4-4LM 
  ESL4-4LK 
  EJ inks 
EJ-CY  EJ-LC 
EJ-MG  EJ-LM 
EJ-YE  EJ-LK 
EJ-BK  EJ-WH 

TrueVIS inks 
TR-CY  TR -LC 
TR -MG  TR -LM 
TR -YE  TR -LK 
TR -BK  TR -WH 
TR2-CY  TR2-LC 
TR2-MG  TR2-LM 
TR2-YE  TR2-LK 
TR2-BK  TR2-WH 
TR2-OR   

Texart inks 
SBL3-CY  SBL3-LC 
SBL3-MG  SBL3-LM 
SBL3-YE  SBL3-OR 
SBL3-BK  SBL3-VI 
SBLE3-FY  SBL3-FP 

Textile Pigment inks 
TPG-CY  TPG-YE 
TPG-MG  TPG-BK 

V-BOND inks 
S-UV-CY      S-UV-YE 
S-UV-MG  S-UV-BK 
S-UV-GL   

 
Please be advised that to the best of our knowledge and information to date the ink 
formulations for the Roland products referenced above comply with lead and phthalate 
limits established by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) of 
2008. 
 
For additional information, please consult the applicable Safety Data Sheet for these 
products which are available at www.rolanddga.com. 
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Roland DGA is providing this information as a service to our customers. The 
information provided herein is based on data we believe to be reliable, but it is not 
intended to guarantee that all end -products created or manufactured with these 
materials will comply with the CPSIA. This information is provided without any 
warranty, expressed or implied, regarding its correctness. Accordingly, Roland 
assumes no liability for customers’ compliance with the CPSIA. It is our understanding 
that under CPSIA, the parties responsible for certification are the manufacturers of the 
finished products and not the materials or component suppliers like Roland.  Therefore, 
we strongly recommend that customers seek third party verification of their final 
product’s material content and legal counsel in order to comply fully and completely 
with the CPSIA. 
 
*This Statement should not be quoted, reproduced or otherwise referred to or published in any 
other medium, nor should it be disclosed to or filed with any government agency or other 
person without Roland’s prior written consent. 


